
 
Staff Report 

 
DATE: September 9, 2022 

FILE: 3110-20/ALR 4C 22 
TO: Chair and Directors 
 Electoral Areas Services Committee 
 
FROM: James Warren 
 Deputy Chief Administrative Officer 
 
RE: Agricultural Land Reserve Non - Adhering Residential Use 
 6821 Farnham Road (Michaud/ Armstrong) 
  Puntledge – Black Creek (Electoral Area C) 
 Lot 3, Section 7, Township 6 and Block 29, Comox District, Plan EPP4861, 
 PID 028-362-411 
  

 
Purpose 
To consider an Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) application (Appendix A) to allow for an additional 
dwelling larger than 90 square metres.  
 
Recommendation from the Deputy Chief Administrative Officer: 
THAT the Agricultural Land Commission be advised that the Comox Valley Regional District 
supports Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) Non-Adhering Residential Use application ALR 4C 22 
(Michaud/ Armstrong) concerning the conversion of an accessory building into an additional 
dwelling located on Lot 3, Section 7, Township 6 and Block 29, Comox District, Plan EPP4861,  
PID 028-362-411 (6821 Farnham Road); 
 
AND FINALLY THAT the application ALR 4C 22 (Michaud/Armstrong) regarding a non-
adhering residential use on a property within the ALR be forwarded to the Agricultural Land 
Commission for final consideration. 
 
Executive Summary 

• The subject property is a 9 hectare lot within the ALR. The regulations allow for a 90 square 
metre additional dwelling and the owners are seeking to utilize an existing 140 square metres 
accessory building for that purpose. 

• Though the owners are only seeking to convert 84 square metres of the accessory building 
into habitable floor area (Figure 3), the regulations use the entire building, from exterior wall 
to exterior wall, in its calculation of the 90 square metre limit. Therefore, approval of an 
ALR Non-Adhering Residential Use application is necessary to accommodate the proposal. 

• The Agricultural Advisory Planning Commission (AAPC) recommended the application be 
forwarded to the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) and the Regional Agrologist has no 
concerns with the application. 

• Based on its consistency with the Agricultural Areas policies of the Official Community Plan 
(OCP), staff recommends the application be supported and forwarded to the ALC. 

• The Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD) Board adopted the following resolution at 
their July 2022 Meeting: 

“That additional dwellings within the Agricultural Areas be addressed in the 
update to the Comox Valley Agricultural Plan, including consultation with 
farmers, for the purposes of providing key principles when reviewing future 
Agricultural Land Reserve Non-Adhering Residential Use applications” 

Supported by James Warren  
Deputy Chief Administrative Officer 

 

J. Warren 
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 Until that time, individual applications are being reviewed with guidance from existing 
 policies and advise from the AAPC. 
 
Prepared by:   Concurrence:  Concurrence: 
     
J. MacLean  T. Trieu  A. Mullaly 
     
Jodi MacLean  Ton Trieu  Alana Mullaly 
Senior Planner  Manager of Planning Services  General Manager of Planning 

and Development Services 
 
Government and Community Interests Distribution (Upon Agenda Publication) 

Applicant  
 
Background/Current Situation 
The subject property is a 9 hectare lot located in the Headquarters area (Figures 1 and 2). The lot 
was created in 2010 as part of an ALR-approved lot line realignment of numerous lots in the 
Privately Managed Forests program. The land was logged in 2006 and a house constructed in 2011. 
The owners have begun development of a fruit orchard but the property does not have farm status 
under the Assessment Act. 
 
The owners constructed a 140 square metre accessory building in 2018 (Figure 3). However, now 
the owners would like to convert that accessory building into an additional dwelling to provide 
residence for one of the owners. The applicants estimate 84 square metres of habitable floor area as 
being sufficient to accommodate their needs, leaving 56 square metres as accessory area  
(Appendix A), but because the entirety of the building (exterior wall to exterior wall) is included in 
the calculation, the total floor area exceeds 90 square metres, making this application necessary. 
Should the application be approved, a Building Permit consistent with any ALR-approved 
conditions will be necessary. 
 
Agricultural Land Reserve 
As of January 1, 2022, ALR Regulations allow one additional dwelling on lots within the ALR on 
condition that the additional dwelling have a total floor area no larger than 90 square metres. As 
described in the ALC Residential Flexibility in the ALR: Frequently Asked Questions document, dated 
June 2022, the ALC interprets total floor area as being “…measured to the outer surface of exterior 
walls including corridors, hallways, landings, foyers, staircases, stairwells, enclosed balconies, 
enclosed porches or verandas, basements, attached garages and unenclosed carports…”. 
 
Owners may submit an ALR Non-Adhering Residential Use application for proposals where the 
total floor area exceeds 90 square metres. These applications are first reviewed by the CVRD to 
provide comments and recommendations. Should the application be forwarded by the CVRD, 
Section 25(1.1) of the ALC Act states that “In making a determination…with respect to an 
application for a non-adhering residential use, the commission…(b) must not grant permission for 
an additional residence unless the additional residence is necessary for a farm use.” As described in 
the application, the additional floor area is necessary for the processing and packing of their farm 
product (Appendix A). 
 
Should the application be refused, the applicants would retain the option of constructing an 
additional dwelling no larger than 90 square metres elsewhere on the lot. Regardless if this 
application is approved or refused, the owner retains the option of also adding a secondary suite to 
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the existing house and expanding the existing principal house to an area no larger than 500 square 
metres. Similarly, regardless of the outcome of this application, the owners retain the option of 
constructing additional accessory buildings or farm buildings elsewhere on the lot. 
 
Official Community Plan 
The property is designated Agricultural Area within the OCP, Bylaw No. 337 being the “Rural 
Comox Valley Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 337, 2014”. Concerning additional dwellings the 
OCP states: 

“Encourage the applicant to limit the footprint of the additional dwelling(s) in order to 
limit negative impacts of residential use on land designated agricultural area.” 

Also, “encourage owners of land designated Agricultural Area to locate and group 
buildings, structures, dwellings and related infrastructure, including driveways in ways 
that preserve contiguous tracts of land. Siting consideration should include the 
following: 
 (a) siting of all buildings and structures in a way that would not negatively affect the 
  long term agricultural potential of the subject property or the adjacent   
  properties; 
 (b) avoiding fragmenting and alienating productive and/or arable land; 
 (c) avoiding placing buildings on the most arable soils on a property or where such 
  buildings could negatively impact sensitive environmental features on the subject 
  land; 
 (d) minimizing nuisance factors such as noise or lights by filtering and screening  
  these factors to be less noticeable; 
 (e) grouping all development together, so that the remaining open land can easily be 
  accessed by large farming equipment; 
 (f) avoiding long driveways and the siting of buildings deep into the property; 
 (g) improving compatibility between dwelling units and farming operations, where  
  possible, place residential uses adjacent to roads; 
 (h) limiting the size of development by keeping the footprint of dwelling units small 
  so that greater separation between dwelling units can be achieved; and 
 (i) orienting dwelling units and structures to optimize solar heating and light.” 

 
Utilizing an existing five year old building for the purposes of siting the additional dwelling limits the 
footprint to only previously disturbed areas. This avoids siting a new building for this purpose in 
such a way that would not alienate arable land or otherwise negatively impact the long term 
agricultural potential of the subject property. The accessory building was constructed with electricity 
and a separate driveway. Converting it to a homesite would involve constructing a new septic field 
and adding plumbing to the building, among other building improvements.  
 
Canada Land Inventory  
According to the Canada Land Inventory, the lot has soil classification of 4AP, but improvable to 
3PA (Figure 4). Class 3 soils have moderately severe limitations that restrict the range of crops or 
require special conservation practices. Class 4 soils have severe limitations that restrict the range of 
crops or require special conservation practices. Subclass P refers to a limitation due to stoniness; 
subclass A refers to a limitation due to soil moisture deficiency (low soil water holding capacity or 
insufficient precipitation). 
 
Zoning Bylaw 
The property is zoned Rural ALR in Bylaw No. 520, being the “Rural Comox Valley Zoning Bylaw 
No. 520, 2019”. The zone limits residential density to one single detached dwelling and one 
secondary suite plus additional dwelling units where the additional dwelling units are specifically 
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permitted under the Agricultural Land Commission Act, regulations and orders. Therefore, approval of 
this application is required for the proposal to proceed. This zone does not have an accessory 
building floor area limit. 
 
Options 
The CVRD Board may support forwarding the application to the ALC or refuse to forward the 
application. The Board may also provide comments and recommendations concerning the 
application for ALC consideration. Staff recommends forwarding the application to the ALC. 
 
Financial Factors 
Fees have been collected for this nonfarm use application in accordance with Section 34.1 of the 
Agricultural Land Commission Act. 
 
Strategic Considerations: Strategic Drivers and Regional Growth Strategy  

CVRD Board Strategic Drivers: 

Fiscal 
Responsibility 

 
Climate Crisis and 
Environmental 
Stewardship and 
Protection 

 Community 
Partnerships  Indigenous 

Relations 
 

 
Community Partnerships:  The social fabric of our communities and the health and wellbeing of 
citizens depend on solid and sustainable community partnerships. Collaboration and support are 
ever present in guiding our service delivery. 

• This application was forwarded to the CVRD’s AAPC whose members consist of farmers 
and those with significant experience with agriculture in the Comox Valley. Applicants are 
invited to Advisory Planning Commission meetings to review and discuss the proposal. See 
Citizen/ Public Relations section below. 

 
CVRD Regional Growth Strategy Goals: 

Housing  
Ecosystems, 
Natural Areas 
and Parks 

 Local economic 
development 

 Transportation  

Infrastructure  Food Systems  Public Health & 
Safety 

 Climate Change  

 
Housing: Ensure a diversity of housing options to meet evolving demographics and needs. 

• The Regional Growth Strategy (RGS) seeks to locate 90 per cent of new housing to the Core 
Settlement Areas. The RGS also seeks to develop a diverse, flexible housing stock within the 
Core Settlement Areas. This subject property is not within a Core Settlement Area.  

 
Food system: Support and enhance the agriculture sectors and increase local food security. 

• Among the objectives of the RGS is to protect land for existing and future agriculture and 
associated activities. Pursuant to Section 25(1.1) of the ALC Act, to approve this application 
the ALC must be satisfied that the additional residence is necessary for a farm use. 
  

Intergovernmental Factors 
In a response to a referral to the Ministry of Agriculture and Food, the Regional Agrologist stated 
“Ministry staff have no concerns with respect to this application.”  
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Citizen/Public Relations 
The AAPC reviewed the application at its meeting on August 18, 2022, with the applicant in 
attendance. The AAPC recommended forwarding the application to the ALC noting that the 
housing supports the farming activities and the use of the existing building reduces the additional 
impact of the additional dwelling which is otherwise permitted. 
 
ALR non-adhering residential use applications are not subject to public notification or consultation 
requirements. 
 
Attachments: Appendix A – ALC application submission ALR 4C 22 

Appendix B – Letter from Regional Agrologist dated September 2, 2022 
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Figure 1: Subject Property 
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Figure 2: Air Photo 
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Figure 3: Photographs of Accessory Building, as Submitted by Applicant 
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Figure 4: CLI Soil Classification 

 
 



 Blake Michaud , Deborah ArmstrongApplicant:

1.  

1.  

2.  

Provincial Agricultural Land Commission -
Applicant Submission

 60033Application ID:
 N/AApplication Status:

 Blake Michaud , Deborah Armstrong Applicant:
 Blake Michaud Agent:

 Comox Valley Regional DistrictLocal Government:
 06/20/2022Local Government Date of Receipt:

 This application has not been submitted to ALC yet. ALC Date of Receipt:
 Non-Adhering Residential Use - Additional Residence for Farm Use Proposal Type:

 To be granted permission to use a portion of the existing 30x50sq.ft workshop for residentialProposal:
use for my mother (Deborah Armstrong). Proposing for the total 1500sq.ft to be shared as both processing
and production of produce grown on the land, as well as living space for Deborah. This would allow for a
separate living space for Deborah without the need for building another structure that would take away
from land that will be used for farming.

Agent Information

 Blake Michaud Agent:

Parcel Information

Parcel(s) Under Application

 Fee Simple Ownership Type:
 028-362-411Parcel Identifier:

 LOT 3 SECTION 7 TOWNSHIP 6 AND BLOCK 29 COMOX DISTRICTLegal Description:
PLAN EPP4861

 9.3 ha Parcel Area:
 6821 Farnham Rd, Courtenay BC, V9J1N6Civic Address:

 06/16/2017Date of Purchase:
 No Farm Classification:

Owners
 Blake Michaud Name:

 Address:
6821 Farnham Rd
Courtenay, BC
V9J 1N6
Canada
Phone:
Email:

 Name:
 Address:

6821 Farnham Rd
Courtenay, AB
V9J 1N6
Canada

Sec 22 Disclosure harmful to personal privacy
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 Blake Michaud , Deborah ArmstrongApplicant:

  

  

Phone:
Email:

Current Use of Parcels Under Application

1. Quantify and describe in detail all agriculture that currently takes place on the parcel(s).
2022 - Fenced the cleared 3 acres to keep wildlife out. Planted 250 blueberry plants and 100 raspberry
plants. Also, cleared space for greenhouse to support vegetable growth. Currently have 50 tomato plants,
40 pepper plants, 65 Brussel Sprout plants, 40 cucumber plants, 40 squash plants, 35 green bean plants,
35 pea plants, 30 zucchini plants, corn, pumpkin. Currently seeding 40 apple trees in the shop. 

2. Quantify and describe in detail all agricultural improvements made to the parcel(s).
2017 - Purchased the property, in June 2017, with primary home, pole barn, and approximately one acre
of cleared land. Accessed the 23.03 acres of property which had been logged previously and new trees
planted. There was a lot of stumps left from previous logging activity in the new tree growth. Small
garden of fruit and vegetables were already established near the primary home. 
2018 - Started to clear some land to build the 1500sq.ft shop and applied for permits for the shop. The
purpose of the shop is to be used for seed starts for fruit and vegetables, and for processing of the
produce. 
2019 - Build 1500sq.ft shop (shop that is now the purpose of this non-conforming residence application).
Cleared and de-stumped, raked, and picked rocks on approximately three acres for future berry
(blueberry and raspberry) production. Some fencing placed on the front perimeter of the property.
Planted 30+ blueberry, raspberry, peach, apple, pear, and cherry trees. 
2020 - Cleared five more acres for future orchard. Cleared stumps and major rocks, leveling the land.
The land does bare a lot of shale rock and clay so will be difficult for growing. 
2021 - Worked at clearing more land from broom infestation under powerlines, as they run through the
back of the property. Continued to clean up the cleared acres of weed and rocks to work the ground to
prepare for berry planting.

3. Quantify and describe all non-agricultural uses that currently take place on the parcel(s).
Primary House

Adjacent Land Uses

North

 Unused Land Use Type:
 ForestSpecify Activity:

East

 Unused Land Use Type:
 ForestSpecify Activity:

South

 Residential Land Use Type:
 Family HomeSpecify Activity:

West

 Agricultural/Farm Land Use Type:

Sec 22 Disclosure harmful to personal privacy
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 Blake Michaud , Deborah ArmstrongApplicant:

 Small Hobby FarmSpecify Activity:

Proposal

1. What is the purpose of the proposal?
To be granted permission to use a portion of the existing 30x50sq.ft workshop for residential use for my
mother (Deborah Armstrong). Proposing for the total 1500sq.ft to be shared as both processing and
production of produce grown on the land, as well as living space for Deborah. This would allow for a
separate living space for Deborah without the need for building another structure that would take away
from land that will be used for farming.

2. Describe the necessity for an additional residence for farm use and how it will support
agriculture in the short or long term.
The 23.03-acre property is co-owned by Deborah Armstrong (mother) and Blake Michaud (son). Blake is
starting his family in the primary home and would like Deborah to have her own separate dwelling on the
property to assist with overseeing the farming activity throughout the year. The 30x50sq.ft shop that was
built can provide 600 sq. ft. for the starter plants, seeding, cleaning, processing, and packing of all fruits
and vegetables grown on the property. We will continue to grow starter plants in the shop for both the
farm and for sale in the coming years. The 900 additional sq. ft will provide space for a two- bedroom
home for my mother, who will be the initial person that will tend to the plants. In the future, the extra
bedroom will provide room for a farm hand to help yield the products as needed.

3. Describe the size, type and number, as well as occupancy of all residential structures currently
located on the property.
2 storey Primary family House- 2224 sq.ft. (206.6m2)

4. What is the total floor area of the proposed additional residence in square metres?
139.355 m2

5. Describe the rationale for the proposed location of the additional residence.
Of the 139.355m2 (as listed above), 83.6m2 is to the living space for Deborah. The remaining 55.7m2 will
be dedicated to the processing and production of all fruit and vegetables grown on this land. The building
is located on the north side of the property to access the berry and vegetable gardens and to oversee the
growth and operation of the farm.

6. What is the total area of infrastructure necessary to support the additional residence?
As noted on drawing attached, total area includes building, septic, and single-vehicle driveway totalling
approximately 3/4 acre.

7. Do you need to import any fill to construct the additional residence or infrastructure?
No

Applicant Attachments

Agent Agreement-Blake Michaud
Proposal Sketch-60033
Certificate of Title-028-362-411

ALC Attachments

None. 
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 Blake Michaud , Deborah ArmstrongApplicant:

Decisions

None.
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Ministry of 
Agriculture and 
Food  

Extension and Support 
Services Branch 

Mailing Address: 
PO Box 9120, Stn Prov Gov 
Victoria, BC  V8W 9B4 

September 2, 2022 

Jodi MacLean 
Planner 
Comox Valley Regional District 

Sent by email 

Dear Jodi: 

Re: File: 3110-20/ALR 4C 22– Non-Adhering Residential Use (NARU) Application at 6821 
Farnham Road (PID: 028-362-411) – The Subject Property 

Thank you for providing the Ministry of Agriculture and Food (Ministry) the opportunity to 
comment on File 3110-20/ALR 4C 22 that proposes to convert a portion of an existing accessory 
building into an additional residence on the Subject Property. From an agricultural planning 
perspective, the Ministry offers the following comments:  

• Since purchasing the Subject Property in 2017, the owner has cleared a significant portion
of the land and has planted hundreds of vegetable/fruit plants/trees.

• The owner proposes to convert 84 m2 of an existing 140 m2 accessory building into an
additional residence which will be inhabited by the owner’s mother who assists with the
agricultural operation. The remaining 56 m2 of the accessory building will be used to
produce, process and sort fruit and vegetables produced on the Subject Property.

• Given that both the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) Use Regulation and Rural Comox
Valley Zoning Bylaw No. 520, 2019 permit the construction of a small additional residence
on properties in the ALR, the owner could alternatively build a new, stand-alone additional
residence up to 90 m2 without submitting a NARU application to the Agricultural Land
Commission.

• Utilizing both the existing accessory building and the driveway to access that building will
reduce the impact on the Subject Property given that no new infrastructure will need to be
constructed to facilitate the development of the additional residence.

• Ultimately, Ministry staff have no concerns with respect to this application.
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Please contact Ministry staff if you have any questions regarding the above comments.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments from an agricultural planning perspective 
with respect to this file.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

 

Reed Bailey  
Land Use Planner 
778-698-3455 
Reed.Bailey@gov.bc.ca 

 

 
Cc: Agricultural Land Commission – ALC.Referrals@gov.bc.ca 
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